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Executive Summary 
 
“Rich artists are getting richer”. According to the media, this is what everyone thinks of the 
new streaming service TIDAL, owned explicitly by big named artists such as Alicia Keys, 
Rihanna, Madonna, Calvin Harris, Jay Z and many more. But this is not what TIDAL want.  
 
We see TIDAL as a wave infiltrating the music industry, wiping out the old and not so fair 
payment structure, and making room for artists to get acknowledgement for their work. 
Throughout this paper we will explain to you who TIDAL is as a company and their present 
situation the way it is today. 
 
We will present TIDAL´s vision and goal, the music industry in general with a focus on 
their main competitors, Spotify and Pandora. You will get a deeper understanding of the 
research methodology, how we have derived upon a target market and our recommended 
positioning statement and tagline. You will get to know the persona of the target market 
through Joe and Jane. As you will get to know Joe and Jane, we will show you what 
TIDAL can do to attract millions of Joe’s and Jane’s. We recommend a positioning 
statement, with the purpose of unifying the brand and express the personality of 
TIDAL. We will introduce the target consumers to the new tagline “experiences found 
nowhere else”. To attract these target consumers we will meet them at festivals, invite them 
to intimate concerts, and show some appealing billboards.  
 
So are you ready for experiences found nowhere else? 
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1.0 Client Assignments 
1.1 Original Client Assignment 
In September 2014 we received the following client assignment: 
TIDAL would like to work with the students on providing a segment-specific marketing 
plan targeting music teachers/lecturers and music students on college level across the US. 
Even though their disposable income may be low, their interest in music and sound quality 
should be high. Perhaps there is something we can do to reach them without breaking the 
bank. 
 
Major changes within the company led us to discussing whether or not our client 
assignment was still relevant to the company TIDAL was turning into. As it was important 
for us to provide our client with a thesis relevant to their operations, we agreed with our 
representative from TIDAL to change the client assignment.  
 
On April 2
nd
 2015, we arrived at our new client assignment. 
 
1.2 New Client Assignment  
We would like to work with the students on (a) delivering actionable consumer insights and 
understanding, (b) a consumer segment-driven competitive positioning strategy and (c) a 
high-level marketing plan for TIDAL with the geographic scope being USA.  
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2.0 Situation Analysis 
 
A situation analysis can often be referred to as the foundation of a marketing plan
1
. 
Through this analysis you will get insight into the music industry, which will lead to a 
better understanding towards analysis conducted and plans made for future actions.  
 
 
2.1 Company Analysis 
2.1.1 Company History   
 
TIDAL stems from the award winning Scandinavian music service WiMP HiFi and was 
until recently owned by the Swedish media technology company Aspiro Group. Aspiro 
Group was established in 1998 and launched WiMP HiFi in Norway, Sweden, Denmark 
and Poland in 2010. 
 
TIDAL was first launched in the US on October 28th 2014, but was not really recognized 
as a music streaming service until it was acquired by Shawn Carter, also known as Jay Z, 
and his financing company Project Panter Bidco. Project Panther Bidco bought TIDAL for 
approximately $56 million giving the entertainment company Roc Nation the charge of all 
daily operations and access to both Wimp and TIDAL´s current customers.
2
 On March 30th 
2015, TIDAL was relaunched as the first ever artist owned global music and entertainment 
service. 
 
2.1.2 Current operations 
 
TIDAL is an artist operated and owned company, ultimately owned by Jay Z through his 
company Roc Nation and his co-owners Alicia Keys, Rihanna, Beyoncé, Calvin Harris, 
Chris Martin, Daft Punk, J. Cole, Kanye West, Madonna, Jack White, Usher, Arcade Fire, 
Deadmau5, Nicki Minaj and Jason Aldean. 
 
                                                        
1
 http://smallbusiness.chron.com/situational-analysis-strategic-marketing-plan-1474.html 
2
 http://www.businessinsider.com/jay-z-music-streaming-site-tidal-valued-at-250-million-2015-4 
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According to Roc Nation’s chief investment officer, Vania Schlogel, each of the 15 co-
owners are believed to have invested 3% equity, giving artists themselves over 45% 
ownership in TIDAL. Details about the deal are private, however, according to an article 
from the Business Insider published 2nd of April 2015, TIDAL’s net worth is now $250 
millions. We can therefore assume that each artist has invested $7,5 million. This means 
that TIDAL’s theoretical cash holding is somewhere around $112 million (calculations in 
Appendix 1). As TIDAL is an artist majority owned company, we assume that Roc Nation 
has 49% ownership with Jay-Z personally owning the remaining 6%. 
 
TIDAL is currently available in 35 countries including Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hong Kong, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and United States of America. 
 
2.1.3 Company structure 
 
On the 15th of April 2015 TIDAL established a new board, resulting in Andy Chen, CEO 
of Aspiro leaving the company. Aspiro’s former CEO, Peter Tonstad, replaced Mr. Chen, 
as he was believed to have a better understanding of the industry and a clear vision of how 
the operations in Scandinavia should be restructured. 
3
 
 
Vania Schlogel who is based in the New York office, has served as TIDAL’s spokesperson 
in collaboration with TIDAL owner Jay Z. Both Schlogel and the Vice President of Roc 
Nation, Lior Tibon have had central roles in the establishment of TIDAL´s new board. 
 
Getting further insight to TIDAL’s organizational structure on an executive level has 
become an issue as the owning company have been placed in the Cayman Islands, resulting 
in non-visibility of who the owners and board members are. As TIDAL is still early in the 
process of refocusing the company through elimination of positions and transfer of 
company-wide talent, it is not settled how the company is being structured. 
                                                        
3
 http://www.businessinsider.com/tidal-ceo-andy-chen-leaves-aspiro-jay-z-streaming-site-2015-4  
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2.1.4 Vision and Goal 
 
TIDAL has a mission that goes beyond commerce and technology. Their vision is to 
“reestablish the value of music and protect the sustainability of the music industry rooted in 
creativity and expression by building a platform that reflects ideas contributed directly 
from artists, providing an enriched experience.” 4  
        - Alicia Keys 
 
TIDAL’s goal is to support the music creators while at the same time providing the fans 
with the best service possible. 
 
2.1.5 Product and Service  
 
TIDAL is the first ever artist owned music streaming service offering an all ad-free 
subscription based platform with High Fidelity lossless sound quality, HD music videos, 
and curated editorial hand-picked by experienced music journalists. TIDAL offers 
consumers two subscription tiers: TIDAL premium at $9.99 per month for audio quality 
similar to competition (music in a compressed format - mp3) and TIDAL HiFi at $19.99 per 
month for high fidelity lossless sound quality also known as CD-quality. 
 
The growing music library of TIDAL gives consumers access to more than 25 million 
tracks, with the possibility to streaming in a bitrate more than twice the quality of their 
competitors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
4
 Live streamed video from the re-launch  
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2.1.6 TIDAL´s Competitive Advantages 
 
 
Table 2.1: TIDAL’s competitive advantages 
 
High Fidelity Sound and High Definition videos 
 
TIDAL is offering much more than just a basic music streaming service. First of all, it is 
the first streaming service to ever provide its subscribers with lossless high fidelity sound 
quality. The sound from a normal mp3 file lacks liveliness as some of the details in the 
original file are left out to make the mp3 file smaller. The lossless sound quality on the 
other hand is more detailed and therefore gives a much richer sound. The difference 
between mp3 (AAC) and lossless (FLAC) quality is that the AAC streams with a bitrate of 
256 KBPS, while the lossless quality streams with a bitrate of 1411 kbps.  
 
 
Figure 2.1: TIDAL HiFi streaming rate compared to competitors 
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Consumers will also be able to enjoy the high quality sound through more than 75,000 ad-
free high definition music videos. 
 
Exclusive Content 
 
As TIDAL is owned by some of the world’s most famous artists, benefits follow. Through 
the service subscribers can experience exclusive content such ass early-released music, 
curated playlists made by experts and artists themselves as well as HD videos found 
nowhere else.  
 
An example of exclusive content is Rihanna’s gritty new song “Bitch Better Have My 
Money” which was the second track confirmed to appear on her heavily anticipated eighth 
album. 
 
 
Picture 2.1: Rihanna new album cover 
 
Another example is Alicia Keys´ “Set the World on Fire”. The TIDAL customers were the 
first to see the unpublished footage from 2012, displaying the legendary Alicia Keys 
performance in Madison Square Garden. 
 
Picture 2.2: Alicia Keys “Set the world on fire” screen 
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Curated Editorial 
 
It will take ages to go through all the tracks TIDAL is offering in their music library. To 
help the subscribers navigate and discover their next favorite artist, TIDAL has introduced 
expert curated editorial with tailor-made playlists by some of the world´s greatest artists as 
well as recommendations from their editorial team, consisting of experienced music 
journalists. In order to help subscribers get behind the music and stay up to date with the 
most recent releases, TIDAL offers integrated articles, features and interviews.  
 
TIDAL X 
According to Vania Schlogel, TIDAL wants to offer subscribers a wide variety of content 
and create a platform with the elements of surprise. TIDAL X is one of the initiatives that 
have been launched as an important distinguishing elements, offering subscribers access to 
live sports streaming events, feature-length movies and live concerts. TIDAL X gives 
subscribers easier access to their favorite artists by creating a virtual “camp out” where 
musicians are able to communicate with, and give back to their fans
5
. 
 
Interaction with artists 
 
Building on their desire to diversify themselves from the competitors, TIDAL has 
integrated several features in their platform, making it easier for the subscribers to learn 
about and interact with artists. Through the biography feature, listeners get insight into the 
artist's’ life story. Using the social feature integrated in the app and web player, consumers 
are able to connect with their favorite artists via direct twitter feeds. The similar function 
enables consumers to discover new artists similar to the ones they already listen to, 
providing subscribers with enriched music experiences. 
 
Royalties 
A major issue that needs to be addressed throughout the music industry is the concern 
towards music streaming services and their huge impact on the artists´ payouts. Many 
streaming services are offering free tiers to their customers, enabling them to listen to 
                                                        
5
 http://www.businessinsider.com/interview-tidal-chief-investment-officer-vania-schlogel-jay-z-streaming-
2015-4#ixzz3YRgiUNCL 
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millions of tracks for free. TIDAL believes free music consumption results in a huge 
downfall for the industry, which is why they do not offer their customers any free tiers.  
 
According to Jay Z, TIDAL wants to change the tide of the music industry by changing a 
broken compensation system. TIDAL is trying to improve the industry payment structure 
by introducing a new business model that rewards artists with higher rates and royalties 
compared to their major competitors. TIDAL emphasizes the importance of artists being 
compensated fairly for their music and believes that a key factor to develop a sustainable 
expansion of music industry is to increase the royalties each and every artist receives.  
 
As of today, TIDAL is the number one streaming service when it comes to paying fair 
royalties to unsigned artists. According to McCandless infographic for 2015, an artist 
receives $0.043 per play from online streaming through their services. 
6
  This is more than 
the double of what major competitors are paying. By offering the artists higher royalties, 
TIDAL hopes that other streaming services will follow their example and thereby change 
the music industry. According to Jay-Z, TIDAL pays 75% royalty rate to all artists, writers 
and producers. If this is correct, TIDAL is the highest paying music streaming service.  
 
 
Picture 2.3: Screenshot of Jay Z twitter account 
 
TIDAL Rising 
 
The owners are committed to build a platform that reflects ideas contributed directly from 
the artists and have as a result started the program TIDAL Rising, which is integrated in the 
service. This program is dedicated to promote emerging and independent artists from 
around the world by featuring new talent across all genres every week, accelerating the 
exposure and giving voice to tomorrow’s rising stars.  
                                                        
6
 http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/how-much-do-music-artists-earn-online-2015-remix/ 
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TIDAL Discovery 
 
Because many of the most talented artists around the world never get the break they 
deserve, consumers don’t get the chance to experience some of the best music ever made. 
To prevent this ongoing trend from further development, TIDAL has launched TIDAL 
Discovery. This is an area within TIDAL providing a way for up-and-coming artists to 
upload their music directly to the service, putting the creative control and distribution 
power in the hands of artists themselves.
7
  
 
Audio Search 
 
Audio search is a music identification feature integrated in TIDAL’s platform. By using 
audio search, consumers are able to instantly find the song playing on the TV or radio. The 
feature use a built-in microphone to gather a brief sample of the track being played, and 
compares it with TIDAL’s library making sure that consumers never have to miss out 
again.  
 
2.1.7 Current Worldwide Sales 
 
Based on Jay-Z’ tweets #TIDALFACTS, which were published on the social platform 
Twitter on April 26th 2015, TIDAL have attracted more than 770.000 subscribers to their 
service.
8
  
 
 
Picture 2.4: Screenshot of Jay Z twitter feed 
                                                        
7
 http://smashd.co/tidals-indie-plan/    
 
8
 http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/6546051/jay-z-defends-tidal-on-twitter-the-streaming-service-is-
doing-just-fine 
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From Aspiro’s press release dated February 9th, calculations shows that 8% of TIDAL´s 
and Wimp´s total paying subscribers were subscribing to the HiFi tier. Based on this 
information, we assume that the increase of users have a similar ratio between TIDAL’s 
premium and HiFi tiers. Meaning that of the total subscriber base 92% of the subscribers 
are subscribing to TIDAL’s premium tier, while the remaining subscribers are using HiFi.9  
 
Based on the fact that TIDAL offers their premium and HiFi tiers for respectively $9.99 
and $19.99 per month, we have been able to make a rough calculation of TIDAL’s 
worldwide sales since the re-launch. Estimating a steady customer base of 770,000 
subscribers a whole month has generated sales of $4,154,150, given the fact that TIDAL 
offers 14 days of trial before charging the tiers respective prices (Appendix 5). 
 
2.1.8 Digital and social media analysis  
 
In today's interactive society, communications through digital and social platforms are 
crucial for TIDAL´s success in the US market. TIDAL is currently available on several 
digital platforms such as their own website, Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. The service 
is available on all platforms. The re-launch of TIDAL was actively communicated through 
the owner's own social media platforms. It is clear to us that the owners understand the 
importance of social media and how it can be used as a promotional tool to reach 
consumers. The following table summarizes TIDAL’s performance on the digital and social 
media platforms, on which they are present. 
 
 
Table 2.2: Evaluation of social media platforms 
                                                        
9
 http://www.aspiro.com/aspiro-group/press/press-releases/?title=aspiro-reports-user-numbers-for-
january&cision-id=976270 
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Twitter 
 
Twitter as a social media channel enables TIDAL to reach consumers in a fast and direct 
way. Since the re-launch, the company has been far more active on Twitter. The activities 
are based on tweeting, re-tweeting and answering and commenting TIDAL related tweets. 
TIDAL started off with hash tag #TIDALforALL, and has now thousands of various tweets 
regarding TIDAL and its streaming service. Through Twitter, TIDAL gets to know many 
interesting facts about consumers needs in the way of interaction and discussions.  
As of today, Twitter is integrated in TIDALs streaming service. It is visible in the form of 
instant updated tweets from all artist profiles in the service. As of today, Twitter is the only 
social media that is integrated in TIDAL´s service. The Twitter feature enables customers 
to follow artists and stay updated on their latest tweets. The integration of Twitter shows 
that TIDAL focuses on bridging the relationship between the artists and the customers. The 
focus TIDAL has on Twitter differs from Spotify, who is collaborating with Facebook.  
 
Facebook 
Facebook is the world's largest social network with over 1 billion users. 
10
 Since the re-
launch, TIDAL has been active on Facebook posting up to several updates per day. TIDAL 
makes sure to include a link in every post, which is great for leading consumers to their 
website, and hopefully results in increased sales of subscriptions. The re-launch of TIDAL 
led to a substantial increase in the amount of likes on their Facebook page. The following 
numbers gives a good indication of the effect the re-launch have had on TIDAL´s 
popularity.  
 
Picture 2.6: March 30
th
 2015: Launch day, TIDAL had 52,000 likes on their Facebook page. 
                                                        
10
 http://mashable.com/category/facebook/ 
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May Picture 2.7: 13
th
 2015, TIDAL had 206,000 likes on their Facebook page.  
 
In only three months, TIDAL increased the amount of likes by 154,000 on their Facebook 
page. When a consumer clicks on the “Like” button on a company's Facebook page, they 
accept getting news from the company in their Facebook feed. The increase in the amount 
of “like clicks” indicates that since the re-launch of TIDAL, 154,000 more consumers are 
getting updates from TIDAL through Facebook.  
 
Instagram 
 
Instagram is all about visualization, which allows TIDAL to be creative in a different way 
than on the other social media platforms. TIDAL engages the consumers with exciting 
pictures, teasers on exclusive content and other information about the artists and the service 
itself. According to Instagram´s own press site, there are 300 million users that are active 
every month, and there are 2.5 billion likes distributed per day. 
11
 These numbers give a 
good indication of how popular Instagram is as a social media. The numbers also give a 
good understanding of how important it is for TIDAL to keep their own account up to date 
in order to keep their current followers interested and gain attention from potential 
followers.  
 
Website 
 
As of today, TIDAL has acquired the domain tidal.com, which is their landing page. Our 
representative from TIDAL informed us that TIDAL is currently using an A/B testing to 
improve their webpage.
12
 The A/B test is used to test changes on the web page against 
current design, in order to see which of the two has the optimal effect. The results can be 
                                                        
11
 https://instagram.com/press/ 
12
 Are Thu, our representative from TIDAL 
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measured by seeing which alternative increases the conversion rate.
13
 
 
The webpage has a simple design and structure. The front page of the website seems to 
shift between a black background and news updates relevant for TIDAL, for example 
exclusive releases. 
E-mail marketing 
 
E-mail marketing is considered to be one of the best sales platforms for a company. One of 
the reasons e-mail marketing is so effective, is that it is permission-based. This means that 
the people who are receiving the e-mails have allowed TIDAL to send it to them. It also 
enables TIDAL to send a direct marketing message to potential customers.
14
 E-mail 
marketing is a great way to engage the consumers by promoting offers and easily keep 
them updated on the latest news. 
 
TIDAL uses their CRM system to both keep and develop current customers.
15
 From an 
economic perspective, it is more beneficial to keep current customers pleased, than to 
acquire new customers. Through activation of a good CRM system, TIDAL is able to 
nurture and maintain a good relationship with their existing customers. 
 
2.1.9 Promotions 
 
To promote their service, TIDAL has hosted sweepstakes through various media channels. 
These types of sweepstakes are generally conveyed through Tidal.com, Social media and in 
the service. People who are not subscribers or do not follow TIDAL´s Instagram, Facebook 
or Twitter profiles are not likely to attain the knowledge of these sweepstakes. However, 
there are a few exceptions that have created some buzz in the media. 
 
 
                                                        
13
 https://www.optimizely.com/ab-testing/ 
14
 http://www.campaigner.com/resource-center/discuss-and-share/articles/permission-based-email-
marketing.aspx 
15
 Are Thu, our representative from TIDAL 
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A Unique Form for Customer Service 
 
One of the promotional stunts TIDAL activated after the re-launch was that some randomly 
picked people got a phone call from Jay Z or Jack White, who thanked them for signing up 
for subscribing to their service. According to Business Insider, other high-profile musicians 
have also made phone calls to thank their fans. 
16
 This way of reaching out to the customers 
and fans, gives them an experience to remember. As one of the customer stated: "This is the 
best customer service call I’ve ever received!" 17 
 
Up until April 26th 2015, TIDAL hosted two competitions with two different artists. The 
fist competition was available for all TIDAL subscribers. It was arranged in a manner that 
the subscriber that listened to J.Cole the most, won the opportunity to meet the artist in 
person.  
 
 
Picture 2.8: J. Cole TIDAL X 
 
The second artist to be involved in a competition was Demi Lovato. This competition was 
exclusively for Singapore and Hong Kong residents and by signing up for the competition, 
the customers could win concert tickets for Demi Lovato’s show.  
 
TIDAL promoted the competitions on all social media platforms they are available on; 
including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The lucky winner received an email from 
                                                        
16
 http://www.businessinsider.com/jay-z-calling-tidal-users-2015-4 
17
 http://www.refinery29.com/2015/04/85844/jay-z-jack-white-tidal-customer-
service?utm_source=t.co&utm_medium=tweet&unique_id=entry_85844 
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TIDAL with the time and place for the concert, and most importantly, a valid ticket. The 
only criteria one must fulfill to enter the competitions is to subscribe to TIDAL. 
 
2.2 Industry Analysis 
The digital music industry can be divided into two submarkets; the music streaming market 
and the digital music download market. TIDAL competes in the music streaming market, as 
it is a music streaming service where the music is not available for downloading. Digital 
streaming is a rapidly growing industry with many highly competitive players. Total digital 
revenues for 2014 were $6.85 billion, which is a 6.9% increase from 2013.
18
 Digital 
revenues accounts for more than one third of the total industry revenues, and in countries 
like Norway, Sweden and the United States, digital revenues make up more than 50% of all 
recorded music revenue.
19
 In 2014 the industry received the same proportion of revenues 
from digital channels as from physical format sales. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Share of industry revenues 2014 in % 
 
Music subscriptions are a major driver of the total digital growth. Today, revenues from 
music subscriptions make up a total of 23% of the total digital revenues globally. This 
translates into a total growth of 18% since 2013. The number of paying subscribers has had 
a steady growth the recent years. It is estimated that 41 million people worldwide now pay 
for a music streaming service, which is an increase of 13 million from 2013. 
20
 
 
                                                        
18
 http://www.ifpi.org/digital-music-report.php 
19
 http://www.billboard.com/biz/articles/news/digital-and-mobile/1549915/ifpi-digital-music-report-2013-
global-recorded-music 
20
 http://www.ifpi.org/digital-music-report.php 
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“The music industry is managing the transitions from physical to digital, PC to mobile and 
download to streaming at the same time. In that context, I think the industry is performing 
remarkably well and with a paid subscription model, we are building a business that is 
here to stay.” - Edgar Berger, the Chairman and CEO of Sony Music Entertainment International. 
 
The overall revenues of the US music market saw an increase of 21% in 2014, as the digital 
income balanced the fall in physical format sales.
21
 
 
  
Figure 2.3: Global digital revenues by sector 
 
 
As this figure shows, downloads still account for the biggest bulk of global digital 
revenues, despite its decline of 8% in 2014. This global decline has been driven by various 
factors such as the sharp growth of Android smartphones and tablets orientated to 
streaming services rather than downloads, making consumers move from download to 
streaming. We can see in the figure that 23% of the total global digital revenues come from 
subscription streamers and that this piece of the pie has experienced a 39% growth reaching 
14 million subscribers. 
22
 
 
The streaming industry can be seen as a two-sided market as the competing companies 
must be able to create a virtual circle between record labels and customers. It is a difficult 
task to satisfy both the record labels and the customers, as there are several conflicts 
                                                        
21
 http://www.ifpi.org/digital-music-report.php 
22
 http://www.ifpi.org/digital-music-report.php 
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between satisfactions of the two. A major concern and dilemma for all streaming services 
today is that in order to pay enough royalties to the artists, and to attract the biggest and 
best record labels, the companies must either cut their costs or charge their subscribers a 
higher price. 
 
2.2.1 The US Music Industry trend 
 
Music markets in different countries are moving at different pace in regard to digital music 
streaming. The US in particular has been recording increasing sales in digital music. As for 
2014 the market recorded an increase in 21%, constituting $3.5 Billion. Right now, digital 
revenues accounts for about three-quarters (71%) of the recorded music market in the 
country. As a reference point SoundExchange, the licensing company of Pandora, reported 
increase in 31% towards royalty payments in 2014.
23
 
 
In 2012, the American music industry generated about $15 million, making up 30% of the 
total $50 million generated by the total global music industry. Despite this, illegal 
downloading and file trading have taken a substantial bite from the global music industry´s 
revenue. From 2002 to 2012, worldwide revenues have fallen from $25 billion to $17 
billion. In 2011 physical CD sales and paid downloads accounted for no more than 35% of 
all music acquisitions. A survey done in 2011 shows that 80% of Americans think it is 
reasonable to share music files with family members, and 60% thinks it is reasonable to 
share music files with friends.
24
 
 
On the other hand, industry statistics show that fewer consumers acquire music files 
illegally. Thanks to the rise of legal, online music streaming services like Pandora and 
Spotify, the total unpaid acquisition volume went down 32% from 2012 to 2013. From 
2011 to 2012, revenues from music subscription and streaming increased from $650 million 
to $1 billion. [5] 
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The number of paid subscriptions to on-demand music services has more than tripled in the 
US since 2011, and in 2014, paid subscriptions grew by 26% year-over-year to about 7.7 
million as shown in the figure below. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: US paid subscription growth 
 
When it comes to revenues from streaming, these have grown by 29% to $1.87 billion in 
2014, and makes up 27% of total industry revenues. The category described includes 
subscription services (e.g. TIDAL and paid version of Spotify), streaming radio services 
distributed by SoundExchange (e.g. Pandora) and other non-subscription on-demand 
streaming services (e.g. YouTube). 
25
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Us streaming music revenues development 
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The total streaming revenues have been driven by relatively steady increases from all of its 
components. Paid subscription services grew by 25% year-over-year to $799 million. The 
ad-supported on-demand services have grown by 34% to $295 million, while the radio 
services distribution grew 31% to $773 million.
26
  
 
2.2.2 PESTLE Analysis 
 
Conducting a PESTLE analysis is an effective way to acquire knowledge and get a deeper 
understanding of the external environment TIDAL is operating in. This analysis will help 
us discover trends in the market, which will ultimately make us aware of threats and future 
risks while at the same time enable us to take advantage of the opportunities and understand 
the marketplace. 
 
Political Factors 
 
According to Selnes, “political factors are the degree of which a government and public 
institutions intervene with the economy and in markets. Additional tax, trade agreements 
and protection of markets are some examples of government involvement”27. 
 
The US government favors free market capitalism over government-managed economy
28
. 
According to Forbes, US is the most patriotic country in the world.
29
 Because of this 
patriotic way of thinking, we can assume that it is easier for the American companies to 
operate in the US. TIDAL, which is now an American owned company, have to keep 
themselves within the framework of the American law. In their case the most important 
political factor is to retain and fulfill the contractual agreements with various distributors 
and partnering companies. There are no indications of change in the political landscape in 
the US, which signals TIDAL and the rest of the industry, that the political situation is 
expected to stay stable. This stability enables TIDAL to make more accurate predictions for 
the future. 
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Economic Factors 
Selnes defines economic factors as “interest rates, taxation charges, economic growth, 
inflation and exchange rates. Changes in these factors can have a considerable impact on 
growth in both an indirect and direct manner”.30 
 
For the past six-seven years there has been a steady growth in the streaming industry.
31
 The 
US market is expanding and larger number of consumers are adapting to streaming 
services. 
 
As for the US economy in general, many financial institutions are predicting an increase in 
the US GDP
32
, presumably leading to increase in purchasing power among the consumers. 
Increase in purchasing power may affect the consumers to see streaming services as more 
affordable. This may have a positive effect on the HiFi subscription tier offered at $19.99. 
33
 
 
The streaming service itself is computerized, making it cheap and effective to run, without 
any huge operating expenses other than administration and labor cost. The cost of 
maintaining the streaming service will be a continuous cost as there always will be need for 
updates to stay competitive. 
 
According to CNN the US dollar is crushing other currencies at the moment.
34
 This is bad 
news for TIDAL, as they are charging subscription fees in the currency of the operating 
land. Just to give an example TIDAL were charging 99 NOK for their Premium in Norway 
in November 2014, as well as present. According to xe.com TIDAL were receiving 15 
dollars from each subscriber in November 2014(dollar rate at 6.9 NOK), while presently 
they are receiving 13 dollars from the same subscriber (Dollar rate at 7.5 NOK).
35
 As a 
consequence we observe reduction in sales of 15%.  
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Social factors 
Selnes defines social factors as “demographic changes such as wealth, education, mobility, 
population growth and employment as well as changes in cultural values and what people 
generally think of as important”.36 
 
For the foreseeable future, we see streaming as the optimal way of consuming digital 
content as the world becomes more connected. According to Next Big Sound, there were 
more than 434 billion total music streams in 2014, an increase of 95 % from 2013.
37
 In 
addition to this an Edison Research report shows that teens spend more time streaming 
music than listening to AM/FM radio.
38
 
 
This rising trend indicates that more people are adapting to music streaming services than 
buying physical CD’s, albums or tracks through the Internet. 39 The Internet is an affordable 
investment, and the 21
st
 century’s most important communication platform. Several 
streaming services have integrated a lot of social media widgets and functions into their 
services. In this case, TIDAL has integrated artists’ twitter feeds into the “interact with 
artists” section. 
 
Many artist and record labels support the different streaming services and the collaboration 
and support of the artists can be very powerful. The support of an artist may affect the 
consumer’s perception, and lead them to subscribe to the particular streaming service. 
TIDAL has the support of many popular artists, which has already resulted in them posting 
exclusive content on TIDAL prior to releasing it anywhere else. An example of an artist 
that has done this is Rihanna, who first released her album “American Oxygen” exclusively 
on TIDAL. This gave the consumers two legal options: (1) To subscribe to TIDAL and 
listen to the album or (2) wait for the album to be dropped on all other platforms a week 
after the exclusive release. Most likely the two options ultimately resulted in an increase in 
the subscriptions of TIDAL.  
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Regarding the payment structure of the different streaming services, two trends are 
identified: (1) Big named artist are the ones who are gaining the most and (2) The unknown 
artists are not getting enough attention, ultimately not earning enough money for their 
artistry.  
 
Lastly there is a “value gap” in the digital music industry, which is reflected by a huge 
mismatch between what companies charge consumers for listening to music and the amount 
being paid back to the artists. Thus the industry has not had a sustainable year-to-year 
development.  
 
Technological factors 
Selnes states, “Technological factors include the creation of new products and new 
processes. Technology can create new markets, lower costs and improve quality”.40 
 
A streaming service needs to be continuously developed and updated. There are always 
new features that are implementable to the service and the customers will always expect 
something more or something new. In the tech industry you need to be updated, or else you 
will get wiped out by the competitors and considered as an outdated service by consumers.  
 
An increasingly important feature every streaming service is adding is editorials. Through 
editorials subscribers can find hand picked songs for different moods, genres etc. Either if 
you are in a certain state of mind or you are performing a specific action, the streaming 
service will recommend playlists to fit your specific need. This is a huge shift from what 
editorials used to be with standardized playlists such as billboard top 100 or Spotify top 50. 
 
Legal factors 
Selnes describes legal factors as “laws related to both the supply- and demand- sides of the 
marked. Factors such as restrictions on products usage, selling methods, distribution 
methods and standards of product quality are all a part of the legal factors”.41 
 
The rules and regulations regarding employment law and customer protection in the US are 
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different compared to Norway. Since TIDAL was purchased by an American company, 
they are now bound to the American regulations and laws. We believe this to be beneficial 
for TIDAL, as the acquisition hopefully will bring the company great expertise considering 
laws and regulations within the industry in the US. 
 
Environmental factors 
According to Selnes environmental factors are “mainly about climate, weather and climate 
change”.42 
 
TIDAL´s business is all computerized. As it is an online music streaming service, the 
service does not do any direct harm to the environment. As a result of this, TIDAL´s 
operations will not be affected by the society´s focus on sustainable development and 
solutions of the world´s environmental problems. 
 
Based on the industry TIDAL is operating, the general understanding is that environmental 
focus is not a first priority for the stakeholders and shareholders of TIDAL. The 
stakeholders want an affordable price and quality streaming, while shareholders are more 
interested in maximizing sales and increase artist royalties.  
 
2.2.3 Competitive Review 
 
The digital music industry is growing rapidly and as more players are entering the market, 
the competition is getting fierce. In order to gain a better understanding of TIDAL´s 
position in the US market and the competitive environment they are interacting in, we have 
analyzed the two competitors we find to be most important; Spotify and Pandora (In 
Appendix 2 you will find two additional competitor analyses covering iTunes and Deezer).  
 
Spotify is the service that has the most resemblances compared with TIDALs platform, and 
is considered as TIDALs main direct competitor. Pandora on the other hand, is an Internet 
radio streaming service, which is why we consider them as an indirect competitor. 
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To illustrate and give a clear understanding of the main differences between Spotify, 
Pandora and TIDAL, we have constructed a competition table.  
 
 
Figure 2.6: competition table 
 
Spotify 
 
Spotify is a Swedish online music streaming service available in 58 countries with a 
customer base of 60 million active users. 15 million of them are paying subscribers.
43
 
 
Spotify's streaming service is split into two different tiers; Spotify Free and Premium. 
Spotify Free is an ad-supported version where advertising is being played in between 
songs, giving consumers access to the service free of cost. Spotify Premium charge 
subscribers a monthly fee of $9.99, allowing users to stream their music without any 
interruptions. The users are also able to sync their playlists making the music available in 
offline mode (no service or internet connecting needed). 
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Both free users and paying subscribers are able to choose the audio quality they prefer 
when listening to music. Spotify offers three quality ratings for streaming. The normal 
quality, which is the quality most people use and also what Spotify recommends, streams at 
96 kbps. The high quality option streams at 160 kbps, while the extreme quality streams at 
320 kbps.
44
 
 
In 2013, Spotify had more than $1 billion in revenue, which is a 74% year-over-year 
increase. However, they are still experiencing operating losses and have yet to turn a 
profit.
45
 
 
Spotify´s main competitive advantage is how easy users can share music with their friends. 
Spotify is linked to the users´ Facebook accounts and subscribers can create playlists and 
share them on their Facebook page or Twitter profile. That way, users can give 
recommendations as well as see what their friends are listening to. Spotify also has a well-
developed search engine, which makes it easy for users to navigate and find what they are 
looking for. Lastly it is believed that their greatest advantage is that it was the first 
company to ever offer a music streaming service, means that they are a well-established 
player and with a loyal customer base.  
 
Pandora 
 
Pandora is the leading American Internet radio streaming service. It is available in Australia 
and New Zealand in addition to the United States and is perceived as the leading Internet 
radio service in the world. Pandora is based on the Music Genome Project, which is the 
most thorough analysis of music. This project helps Pandora personalize their users´ 
stations by using musicological DNA and constant listener feedback. By the end of 2014, 
Pandora had 81.5 million active listeners, a 7% growth year-over-year.
46
 
 
Pandora has two different subscription plans; one free service and one fee-based service 
called Pandora One. The free version is ad-supported and streams at a low bit rate at 64k 
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AAC+. Pandora One is available for a monthly fee of $4.99 and streams at a bitrate of 192 
kbps, when listening on the web. All in-home devices play on 128 kbps, while mobile 
devices receive a bitrate depending on the capability of the device and the network they are 
on.
47
 
 
In 2014, Pandora had GAAP total revenue of $920.8 million, a 44% year-over-year 
increase. Total non-GAAP revenue was $906.6 million, which is a 40% year-over-year 
increase.
48
 
 
Pandora´s competitive advantage is the fact that they, in addition to their free service, 
charge the lowest price among the biggest competitors. This makes them attractive for price 
sensitive consumers and has helped them acquire a strong customer base. Pandora has 
existed since year 2000, which means they have operated for fifteen years and are 
perceived as a solid and familiar service among many Americans. The fact that they are 
based on the Music Genome Project and are able to offer their users personalized radio 
stations makes it easier for the users to discover music they like and is therefore also one of 
their main advantages. 
 
2.2.4 Separating the Music Streaming Industry  
 
The following matrix illustrates how our client looks at some of their major competitors 
within the music industry, and how they categorize their customers using various platforms.  
 
 
Figure 2.7: Position matrix 
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The y-axis illustrates whether the platform is artist focused or friend focused. A “Friend 
focused” platform commits to focusing on the consumer. The friend-focused services are 
creating a social platform where friends can get together and share music experiences 
through playlists and tracks. An “Artist focused” platform on the other hand is more 
concerned with developing a sustainable business model and preserving the art of music by 
making sure that the artists are paid fairly for their work.  
 
The x-axis separates between focus on music in the background or music in the foreground, 
which describes to what extent customers pay attention to the music they listen to.  “Music 
in the background” indicates that the customers pay little or no attention to the quality of 
the music when listening to their tracks, while “Music in the foreground” indicates that 
customers value good quality sound and focus on the music being played.  
 
2.2.5 Future Competitors 
 
Apple and Google are expected to enter the music streaming market by launching their new 
streaming services by June 2015. Both of these major future players brings with them 
billions of customers that are already using their systems, which might be a threat to 
TIDAL. The fact that these music streaming services have yet to be launched is the reason 
we don´t see them as competitors for the time being. However, we see them as important 
competitors in the future. 
 
2.2.6 Product and Price analysis 
 
TIDAL have initiated two different rate plans for their service. The Premium tier is 
available at $9.99 a month and the HiFi tier at $19.99 a month.  
 
 
Picture 2.5: Screenshot of rate plan for TIDAL 
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As of today, none of TIDALs’ competitors are offering streaming in lossless quality (HiFi), 
meaning that it will be challenging to compare TIDALs price point to any of its 
competitors. Given the fact that we know the unit variable cost (UVC) to be at $10.1 we see 
the price as reasonable. TIDAL Premium on the other hand is more comparable to other 
services as this tier offers a similar sound quality at the same price as several of the 
competitors. Spotify, Beats music and a numerous other services also charge $9.99 for such 
a service. Hence the question remains if the consumers believe that paying the mentioned 
price is fair compared to what is offered. Jay-Z stated a clear irony in all this: “Water is 
free. Music is $6 but no one wants to pay for music. You should drink free water from the 
tap — it’s a beautiful thing. And if you want to hear the most beautiful song, then support 
the artist”. 49 By analyzing TIDAL´s financials using a P&L statement, we found a clearly 
indication of the need for a larger customer base in order for TIDAL to break-even. 
     
2.2.7 Distribution and Retail 
TIDAL is available through their own website, App Store and Google Play. The product is 
also available through different HiFi systems, such as Sonos, Bluesound, Mirage, McIntosh 
and many more. This is a combination of different traditional distribution channels. The 
service is available on all platforms through a modern approach with integration through 
wireless HiFi. 
 
2.2.8 SWOT Analysis 
Internal  
 
TIDAL is the first music streaming service that combines the best high fidelity sound 
quality, high definition music videos and exclusive content. 
50
 All these extra features are 
what contribute to differentiate TIDAL from the competitors. The owners of TIDAL have 
large existing fan bases, which enables them to reach a great number of consumers when 
promoting TIDAL through their social media profiles. This is a strength for TIDAL as it 
allows the company to target an extended consumer base. These strengths are symbolized 
in the figure below:  
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Figure 2.9: SWOT analysis 
 
 
TIDAL is a new player in the US market and as for now, their market share is small 
compared to their competitors. The company is operating in a very competitive business, 
and it will take both time and resources to increase their market share. This small market 
share represents one of TIDAL´s weaknesses. In order to be profitable, TIDAL has to 
increase their number of subscribers, which can be a challenge in such a competitive 
industry. As of April 26
st
 2015, TIDAL had over 770 000 subscribers, which compare to 
Spotify with its 60 million active users is a very small customer base.
51
 This results in 
limited profits, which can be seen as an internal weakness. 
 
Lastly our internal analysis discovered that TIDAL might face challenges when it comes to 
their files in lossless quality. HiFi music files takes up more space on devices than what 
mp3 files does. This can pose as a problem considering consumers are using devices with 
limited space capacity. Considering that TIDALs major competitors are offering their 
sound quality in smaller file formats, it can be seen as an internal weakness.    
External 
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Strengths  
• Lossless Sound Quality 
• Exclusive Content 
• Owners existing fanbase 
Weaknesses 
• Small Market Share 
• Small Customer Base 
• Size of HiFi music files 
Opportunities 
• Booming Market 
• Music Lovers Segment 
• Owner´s Network 
• Attract Artists 
Threats 
• Strong Competitors 
• Piracy 
SWOT 
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As we already have established, the market for streaming services is booming. This 
presents both opportunities and threats for a streaming service like TIDAL. First and 
foremost, the market growth gives TIDAL the opportunity to attract non-targeted customers 
with their unique service. Second, TIDAL can target music lovers with their HiFi 
subscription plan, and consumers who believe that musicians should be fairly paid for their 
art. Another opportunity we see for TIDAL is the owners´ great network. Having such a 
strong network as many of the TIDAL owners have, can present great opportunities in the 
future in terms of business deals with other influential companies and people. The fact that 
TIDAL pays the most royalties to artists will also help them attract more artists to their 
service, which again will help extend their music library and enable them to offer their 
consumers even more diverse music and entertainment content. 
 
The rapid growth of the industry does not only account for opportunities, it also provide 
threats. TIDAL is experiencing pressure from well-established competitors such as Spotify 
and Pandora. These consumers have a well-established customer base, which may not be 
willing to switch to TIDAL. It is worth mentioning that when the time comes, indirect 
competitors such as Apple and Google will try to acquire their share of the streaming 
market. TIDAL needs to be prepared as these upcoming services are of great threat. 
Another issue arises with the consumers who are unwilling to pay for a music streaming 
service. If consumers are unwilling to pay, they might turn to piracy, which most certainly 
is a big threat for TIDAL.  
 
2.2.9 Porter’s 5 forces 
We have used Porter’s 5 forces as a framework to analyze the level of competition within 
the digital music industry. The analysis has been very beneficial in order to get an overview 
of the components that affect the overall profitability of TIDAL.  
 
 
 
 
 
Threat of New Entrants: Low  
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Due to the fact that we have stated that the streaming industry is booming it may sound 
quite contradictory to state that the threat of new entrants is low. The reason we have 
identified it as low is because the music streaming industry, as it is today is not profitable. 
In fact, current music subscription services are all losing money. 
52
 Establishing a music 
streaming service requires a substantial amount of capital, time and resource. If you are not 
a major corporation like Google and Apple, it is unlikely that one will want to invest in a 
business that is not profitable. We have chosen to exclude Google and Apple as new 
entrants as they are already well established in the market and have a solid amount of 
resources. We see these companies as an exception and not the rule.  
 
Threat of Substitute Products or Services: Moderate 
 
The threat of substitutes depends on the consumer´s ability to find alternative products or 
services that offer the same as TIDAL in another manner. If substitutes are easily found and 
the product or service is easily replaceable, the threat of substitute products is high. In 
TIDAL´s case we found the threat of substitute products and services to be moderate. There 
are several music-streaming services to choose from, but as they are competitors and not 
substitutes, we choose to exclude them as alternatives. Aside from other streaming services, 
other ways to listen to music are through Radio, YouTube, CDs and music purchase 
through iTunes. We see Radio and YouTube as channels that will not be able to fully 
replace the streaming services, but rather supplement the service as something the 
consumers will use in addition to the streaming service.  An industry trend shows that more 
consumers choose to stream music rather than purchase it. 
53
 Based on this research we 
believe the threat of substitutes to be moderate.  
 
Bargaining Power of Customers: High 
 
We have determined the bargaining power of customers based on the customers’ ability to 
put the company under pressure and affect the price of the service. We perceive the ability 
of customers to put TIDAL under pressure as high as there are many other music-streaming 
options available to the customers. We can establish that the switching costs for consumers 
are low and they can easily find competitors and other streaming options without going 
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through much work. The relationship between the customers and TIDAL is distorted in the 
way that TIDAL is more dependent on its customers, than the customers is on TIDAL. The 
power lies with the customers because TIDAL is absolutely dependent on them in order to 
make a profit in the future.  If there is no profit in the long haul, TIDAL will suffer. With 
this said, TIDAL do gain some bargaining power with its unique features. 
 
Bargaining Power of Suppliers: Low 
 
The suppliers that TIDAL interact with are record labels and musicians. The suppliers want 
the music of the artists to reach out to as many people as possible, and in order for it to 
happen, the music must be distributed through several channels. As TIDAL distributes the 
music, and pay higher royalties than its competitors, we see no reasons why the suppliers 
would not want to do business with TIDAL. Based on this we assume that the bargaining 
power of suppliers to be quite low in general. However it is worth mentioning that there 
may be a few exceptions. The bargaining power may shift between the suppliers and 
TIDAL, depending on the demand of the artist and the album. 
 
 
Intensity of Competitive Rivalry: High 
 
The most important factors that affect the intensity of competitive rivalry are the number of 
competitors and their performance. In the music streaming industry, there are numerous 
competitors with powerful strategies and loyal customers, and many of them have a 
competitive advantage that differentiates them from one another. 
 
As of today Spotify is the supreme market leader but we believe their position will be 
challenged as several streaming services are fighting to take its place. As mentioned, 
TIDAL is a small player compared to services such as Spotify, and when Google and Apple 
launch their upcoming services, they too will most definitely claim their share of the 
market. The intensity of the competition makes it extremely important to please both 
suppliers and customers at the same time. If the company fails to do so, either suppliers or 
customers are likely to switch to one of the competitive services. Having this said, TIDAL 
has an advantage in the fact that artists have a greater incentive to work with them than 
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with the competitors. The incentive is that TIDAL claims to pay the greatest royalties, 
which puts TIDAL in a better competitive position, especially regarding the suppliers. 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Porters Five Forces 
 
 
3.0 Research 
 
3.1 Qualitative research 
Primary research contains original primary data collected by the researcher, for the purpose 
of the specific study. We have addressed both the qualitative and quantitative approach, as 
they each address certain issues, in order to gather information and acquire the knowledge 
we need to make a strong and more reliable marketing plan for TIDAL.  
 
3.1.1 Primary research  
The information we received in our qualitative research is based on our original client 
assignment. The original purpose with our qualitative research was to provide our client 
with a deeper understanding of the target segment, which at the time were ‘music students 
and lecturers’. To acquire a deeper understanding of this segment, we decided to conduct 
in-depth interviews. Collecting data through in-depth interviews is time consuming, but 
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with the right questions asked, it can provide important insights. The major changes within 
the company made our original client assignment no longer relevant. We were given a new 
client assignment after we conducted the in-depth interviews and because of time 
limitations we did not have the opportunity to conduct a new set of interviews. Despite the 
shift of focus in our client assignment, we still believe that the in-depth interviews we 
conducted contains interesting and useful information to our client.         
 
In-Depth Interviews: introduction 
At the time the in-depth interviews were being conducted TIDAL was only offering the 
HiFi tier at the price of $19.99. Based on this, our assignment was to assess the price point 
TIDAL could implement in order to attract music students and lectures. The original price 
differences between TIDAL´ s offer and its competitors´, made the in-depth interviews very 
interesting to conduct and we gathered helpful information.  
 
We conducted in-depth interviews with students and teachers at Pace University, New 
York. To get the information we wanted we chose to only interview the students/teachers 
who already know what a music streaming service is. Originally, we wanted to interview 
music students and music teachers, but getting in touch with the music students was a 
bigger challenge than we expected, and we agreed with our client to make a shift from 
music students to all students in general. 
 
The in-depth interviews were conducted with a total of 10 participants, 8 students and 2 
music teachers. We are aware of the fact that the in-depth interviews are not representative 
for the target segment as the interviews are only based on a small sample. However, the in-
depth interviews provide detailed information that is hard to find in other data collection 
methods. To achieve the best possible results we conducted all interviews in the same, plain 
environment so the foundation for the interviews was the same. We also did our best to 
avoid the interviews turning bias by not asking leading questions or expressing our own 
opinions. 
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In-depth interviews - Summary  
Research question: 
What will it take to get consumers to change from their current music streaming service to 
TIDAL? 
The theme of the questions we asked in the in-depth interviews was regarding the 
consumer's knowledge and attitude towards TIDAL and its competitors, attributes preferred 
in a streaming service, if they owned any high quality music equipment, willingness to pay 
for a streaming service and price sensitivity.  
 
When asked about the competition the majority of the objects used Spotify and Pandora. 
When asked why they chose their current streaming service, the answers were quite 
diverse. “Well, I use Pandora because it’s free, but it is annoying with the ads. I do prefer 
Spotify but then you have to pay for the service.” -Woman 21  
 
The most common expectation of a music streaming service seemed to be that it should be 
easy to navigate and have a large music library. “Wide variety of music and genres. Easy 
accessibility and user interface, and price, it must be a reasonable price. Price is important 
for students in general. It is just a habit that I keep using Spotify, that’s why I haven’t 
switched” -Male 26 
 
We found that most of the participants mainly used smartphones while listening to music. 
We found this interesting as the storage on smartphone’s varies, and the fact that HiFi-
sound quality files occupies more storage than mp3 files. There was a small difference 
between males and females when asked about music equipment. We found that males were 
slightly more concerned about high quality equipment as headphones, speakers etc. than the 
female were. “I spend a considerable amount of money on audio equipment to get decent 
quality(...) I will most likely upgrade to get an even better experience. If I was to give a 
number on my next investment regarding for example headphones, I would probably spend 
something close to $1000”- Male 22”.   
 
We were interested in figuring out whether or not the interview objects were willing to pay 
$19.99 per month for TIDAL and their reaction to the price in general. Through the 
interviews we found that the majority of the participants expressed that they were price 
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sensitive, and when asked about the price of $19.99 per month most of them considered this 
too high of a price to pay. “For students, I consider 20 dollars a month a fairly high 
amount of money. For grown people with stable jobs, lossless quality for 20 dollars is a 
considerably better deal. As a student, I would rather choose Spotify as most of us would 
not hear a difference with the most type of headphones.” -Male 22 
 
After we had conducted the in-depth interviews it seemed to us that TIDAL have a lot to 
prove in order for the students/music teachers to even consider adapting the service.  
 
Key Findings 
- Smartphones is the device most used when listening to music 
- Little or no knowledge of TIDAL 
- Most people used Spotify or Pandora 
- Important with a large and varied music library 
- Students consider themselves price-sensitive 
- The willingness to pay is rather low, and they prefer using free music services or 
Spotify 
- Small difference between genders when it comes to high quality equipment. The 
males were more inclined to buy HiFi equipment/ already owned HiFi equipment 
 
3.1.2 Secondary Research 
 
In order to get an overview of TIDAL as a company and the music industry as a whole, we 
examined existing data through secondary research.  
 
We gathered much of our secondary data through Internet sites, social media pages, reports 
such as the RIAA report, IFPI Digital Music Report and Simmons OneView. We found it 
very interesting to study the social media pages, especially the commentary sections, which 
gave us a deeper understanding of the consumers’ current perception of TIDAL. The 
knowledge of the consumers perception, gave us needed insight when trying to find the 
perfect position for TIDAL.  Simmons OneView was especially helpful to us as it enabled 
us to get further understanding of the American consumers behavior and mindset.  
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3.2 Quantitative 
In order to get a better understanding of the American consumer and their preferences 
towards music streaming, we conducted a quantitative research. The goal of our research 
was to gather actionable consumer insight and understanding, so that we could provide 
TIDAL with a competitive positioning strategy and a high-level marketing plan.  
 
Objectives 
In order to answer the client assignment we created a set of research objectives, which we 
used as guidance when we developed our survey.  
These were: 
 Look into the general level of attention given to music by the American consumers 
 Examine the American perception of music in general and music streaming 
specifically 
 Determine the awareness and knowledge of TIDAL among American consumers  
 Identify the target market most likely to try and/or adapt TIDAL 
 
Sample size 
We gathered a non-probability sample consisting of both males and females living in the 
US with a willingness to pay for a music streaming service. The age of our respondents 
varied from 18-65+, and the sample consisted of 136 Males and 141 Females, constituting 
to 49% and 51% respectively.  
 
Survey 
We designed our survey (Appendix 6) using the online survey platform Qualtrics, which is 
the industry-leading provider of online survey software.
54
 We distributed the survey using 
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk). mTurk has over 500,000 registered workers enabling 
us to access a representative sample of the total American population. 
55
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 http://www.qualtrics.com  
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 https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome  
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Our goal was to collect 400 respondents within a period of 14 days, giving each respondent 
$1,20 for completing the survey. After a couple of days we realized that we had to increase 
the monetary amount given to respondents in order to come close reaching both our 
deadline and the target of 400 respondents. As a result we increased the payout given to 
respondents for completing the survey to $3 and lowered our goal of 400 respondents to 
300.  
 
As TIDAL does not offer a free subscription plan and the objective of our thesis was to 
develop a strategy for the US market, we decided to screen out respondents who did not 
have a willingness to pay for a music streaming service. In order to provide TIDAL with 
information about American consumers merely, we made the survey available for 
consumers living in the US only. We were able to collect a total of 288 respondents with 11 
missing values giving us access to a total of 277 completed surveys. Sample characteristics 
indicate that the sample obtained is a good representation of the US population. This can be 
verified by the following geographical representation of the sample that indicates 
geographical dispersion of sample to be similar to that for the US population. 
 
Picture 3.1: Geographical location of all respondents 
 
 
The next map represents the primary outcome variable of interest, which is the willingness 
of the sample to try TIDAL. The dark color indicates that the respondents have a high 
willingness to try TIDAL, while the light color indicates respondents with a low 
willingness to try TIDAL. 
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Picture 3.2: High vs. low willingness to try TIDAL 
 
 
 
The survey consisted of six topics with a total of 29 accompanying questions. The tested 
topics were (1) psychographic factors, (2) importance of attributes, (3) satisfaction, (4) 
knowledge of TIDAL, (5) product features/characteristics, and (6) demographic variables. 
 
3.3 Analysis and results 
 
Through the use of SPSS we analyzed the data collected from our survey. SPSS is an 
advanced data analysis software developed by IBM, making it easier to construct smarter 
decisions, solve problems and improve outcomes for people and businesses worldwide.
56
 
 
After having received the desired number of respondents and organizing the dataset, We 
started off by running a discriminant analysis to test if there were any similarities in the 
respondents’ answers concerning their likeliness to try TIDAL. The purpose of analyzing 
the similarities was to see whether we could group them based on their answers. By 
averaging scores on four different statements, all indicating the extent to which respondents 
agreed that he/she or any of their friends would try TIDAL on a five point scale, we found 
that all the respondents could be split into two groups: (1) Respondents with a high 
willingness to try TIDAL and (2) Respondents with a low willingness to try TIDAL. From 
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now on, we will refer to them as prospects and non-prospects. As a result we chose to 
transform all four variables into one group that we named intentionBuy_Di. We recoded the 
variables so that non-prospects received a value of 0 and prospects received a value of 1. 
Thereafter we chose to run a series of discriminant analysis comparing the two groups. 
Respondents indicating that they agreed or strongly agreed with the statements given were 
characterized as prospects. The remanding respondents were considered as non-prospects, 
including neither agree or disagree.  
 
The following statements are those presented to our respondents in the survey: 
- I would like to try TIDAL premium for $9.99 
- I would like to try TIDAL HiFi with lossless sound quality for $19.99 
- TIDAL is a service for me 
- TIDAL is a service my friends are likely to adopt 
 
The first test we ran to compare the two groups was a discriminant analysis using the 
variables Age, Gender and Annual Household Income. Our objective was to determine if 
any of the variables were significant factors influencing consumers’ willingness of trying 
TIDAL or not. The analysis revealed that age was the only significant demographic factor 
influencing consumers’ likeliness to try TIDAL. Gender and Annual Household Income 
however, were non-significant factors, which indicates that they do not have any effect on 
consumers’ likeliness to try. Under “Group Statistic” of total Age we could read that the 
mean was 3.17. According to our coding of the dataset, this indicates that consumers in the 
age group 30-40 are most likely to try TIDAL.  
 
 
Table 3.1: Test of equality regarding Age, Gender and Annual income 
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Further on we analyzed what product features consumers with a high willingness to try 
TIDAL value when choosing a music streaming service. We ran a discriminant analysis 
comparing the variable intentionBuy_Di with all of the important questions in our 
questionnaire. Through our analysis we found that consumers with a high willingness to try 
TIDAL place more importance on six features than those with a low intention to try. These 
are: (1) High Quality Music, (2) Easy to share with friends, (3) Recommends music that 
interests me, (4) learn about and interact with artists, (5) Exclusive content, and (6) Artists 
compensated fairly. 
 
Curated Editorial, Artist Owned Service and Inspirational Content are product features 
which non-prospects value more than prospects.  
 
Table 3.2: who regarded what highest 
  
 
Based on the standard canonical discriminant function coefficients, the product 
features/characteristics that are considered more important in descending order by those 
intending to try TIDAL are: (1) Exclusive Content (0.452), (2) Artists Compensated Fairly 
(0.377), and (3) Platform for Fans to Learn about and Interact with Artists (-0.066). 
 
We ran several discriminant analysis where we tested if the use of various social media 
platforms, genres of music listened to, how often the respondents take part in several 
recreational activates and how often they listen to music at home, at work/study, on the go 
etc., have an affect on the respondents intention to try TIDAL. The analysis indicated that 
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there are no differences between those with a high willingness to try and those with a low 
willingness to try when it comes to any of these factors.  
 
To test if TIDAL’s own theory about the attention consumers gives to music they listen to 
on a regular basis actually applies, we decided to run an independent sample t-test using the 
factors background vs. foreground. The analysis indicated that there were no difference 
between the intention to try TIDAL and what level of attention consumers pay to music.  
 
Table 3.3: Independent sample test of level of attention paid to the music 
 
In order to gain a better understanding of our respondents´ mindset, we presented them with 
TIDAL’s five unique selling points, which we refer to as positioning drivers. We created 
three different taglines for each of the five drivers, and asked the respondents to select the 
one they felt best described the driver. The positioning drivers were: 
- Platform for fans to learn about and interact with artists 
- Exclusive content such as early releases and unreleased footage  
- Articles and recommendations created by experienced music journalists  
- Artists are compensated fairly 
- The service is owned by artists and not by a large corporation  
 
In order to examine which of the three prospects value the most in combination with the 
different positioning drivers, we decided to run a chi-square analysis. Making it easier for 
the reader, we decided to incorporate the following table displaying the taglines compared. 
 
Through the analysis, we found that the tagline “Giving me access to music experiences 
found nowhere else” best describes exclusive content. A total of 75 respondents selected 
this statement as best describing, versus 38 for statement 2 and 24 for statement 3. The chi-
square was 30.409 and the p-value was 0 (Appendix 7).  
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For the positioning driver artists are compensated fairly we found that the tagline “help 
artists make a living of their art” was most valued, with 93 of the total respondents 
selecting this versus 29 and 15 for the first and second.  The chi-square was 75 and the p-
value was 0.  
 
 
Table 3.4: The drivers and their respective tagline suggestions 
 
For the third positioning driver, platform for fans to learn about and interact with artists, 
we found that the tagline “a place to connect artists and fans” was considered as the best 
describing tagline. Of the total respondents, 67 of them selected this tagline as number one, 
with 45 and 25 selecting statement 2 and 3 respectively. The chi-square was 19.32 and the 
p-value was 0.  
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Table 3.5: Test statistics on statements 
 
 
Key findings 
To sum it up, our analysis indicated that TIDAL should position their service using either 
one of the following three positioning drivers with the accompanying tagline: (1) Exclusive 
content using the tagline “Gives me access to music experiences found nowhere else”, (2) 
Artists are compensated fairly using the tagline “Help artists make a living of their art”, and 
(3) Platform for fans to learn about and interact with artists using the tagline “A place to 
connect artists and fans”. 
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3.4 Target Market Analysis 
3.4.1 Personification of the TIDAL prospects 
 
Joe and Jane are 35-year-old married couple with two children living in California. Joe is 
from Texas and is employed as a truck driver. Jane on the other hand is originally from 
New Mexico and is employed as a secretary. They both love to feel appreciated and 
exclusive, and are open to trying out new things. 
 
3.4.2 Analysis 
 
In our client assignment we were asked to identify actionable consumer insight and 
understanding, and deliver a consumer segment-driven competitive positioning strategy. As 
a result we created a target market that TIDAL could pursue. Through our quantitative 
studies, we found the TIDAL prospect to be an average American consumer in the age 
group 30-40 years old, both males and females with a willingness to pay for a music 
streaming service.  
The prospects consider these three features as important when selecting a music streaming 
service: (1) Exclusive content, (2) Artists being compensated fairly, and (3) Platform for 
fans to learn about and interact with artists 
 
Through our analysis we uncovered some interesting facts about TIDAL prospects. They 
use a variety of different social platforms. They take part in various recreational activities 
and listens to all kinds of music. They like to listen to music wherever they are, regardless 
of time. Surprisingly prospects don’t differ from non-prospects on the level of attention 
paid to music while listening  
 
Through Simmons OneView (Appendix 8) we found that the majority of American 
consumers in the age group 30-40 have two children. The Simmons analysis indicated that 
nearly 12,400,000 consumers fit this characteristic. The analysis further indicated that 
roughly 32,000,000 consumers within the same age group are employed and according to 
National Public Radio the most common occupations are truck driver and secretary
57
. We 
also found that almost 26,000,000 consumers aged 30-40 are married and that about 
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33,000,000 consumers within the same age group own a house. This information helped us 
identify the target market´s persona, which was useful when finding the right positioning. 
4.0 Positioning 
4.1 Current reality vs. Future vision  
During TIDALs re-launch on March 30
th
 2015, Alicia Key stated that the new owners 
vision for TIDAL is to reestablish the value of music and at the same time protect the 
sustainability of the music industry. Looking back at the situation analysis, Jay-Z and his 
co-owners planned to achieve this vision by offering higher payout rates and royalties 
compared to other major music streaming services. As a result, TIDAL seeks to obtain a 
position as a streaming service paying artists fairly. The present situation however is that 
the general consumer perceive TIDAL in a totally different manner. They look at TIDAL as 
an artists-owned service, making sure that the rich artists are getting richer.
58
 During 
TIDALs globally broadcasted re-launch there was a vast focus on the artists who owns 
TIDAL. Based on this the re-launch may have worked against the perception TIDAL wants 
consumer to have regarding the brand.  
 
Consequently we need to figure out how TIDAL positioning vise can move from their 
current reality (consumer perception) towards their future vision (artists paid fairly). It is 
important to emphasize that in order for TIDAL to change consumers current perceptions, 
they will have to be consistent when communicating our recommended positioning driver 
with the use of one tagline.  
 
4.2 Recommended Position 
Through our quantitative research we found that three of TIDALs five unique selling points 
are seen as important feature when TIDAL prospects chose a music streaming service. 
However, based on our analysis we found that exclusive content was considered as the 
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most important feature. As a result we therefore recommend that TIDAL use exclusive 
content as their main positioning driver when communicating their brand. 
 
Being a new player in the US market, it is easy to get carried away and try to communicate 
all great aspects of the brand at the same time. Even though all of TIDALs features may be 
beneficial, they can make it confusing and challenging for the consumers to truly 
understand the brands position. That is why the best alternative would be to select one 
functional benefit that defines TIDAL as a whole. With a too specific functional benefit, the 
streaming service might reach a narrow audience. On the other hand, if the functional 
benefit is too broad it might as well become related to any given competitor. By 
emphasizing on exclusive content we believe that TIDAL will be able to separate their 
service from the rest of the music streaming services, and at the same time meet and satisfy 
customer demand.  
 
4.3 Positioning Tagline 
In order to communicate the re-positioning of the brand, we recommend TIDAL to create a 
relating tagline that is suitable to the positioning driver “Exclusive content”.  
A tagline should be short and simple while at the same time communicate the brand 
personality.
59
 As mentioned in our research we tested three taglines regarding exclusive 
content. By conducting a chi-square analysis, we found that the positioning statement 
TIDAL prospects felt best described the selected positioning driver was “Giving me access 
to experiences found nowhere else”. As a result we therefore recommend that TIDAL use 
this tagline when promoting the brand, as it is both catchy and memorable. With a little 
modification to the original statement, we have developed a tagline that we believe will 
ensure TIDAL a positive perception of the brand in the consumers minds. Our 
recommended positioning tagline for TIDAL is “experiences found nowhere else”. The 
tagline is an extension of the positioning driver, and it emphasizes TIDAL´s competitive 
advantages, as well as the brand identity. The tagline communicates how a TIDAL prospect 
would describe what he/she value as the most important feature when choosing a music 
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streaming service, and we therefore see this as a way TIDAL will be able to change 
consumers current perception of the brand.     
 
During several of our Skype meetings with our TIDAL representative, Are Thu, we got the 
impression that TIDAL is marketing two different brands, premium and HiFi. They are 
being differentiated by sound quality. We believe that using the tagline “experiences found 
nowhere else” will minimize this gap by focusing on a feature that both tiers have in 
common, hence a complete brand personality.  
 
Referring to Porter’s five forces model, the rivalry among the competitors in the music 
streaming industry is high. By adopting our recommended tagline in combination with the 
positioning driver exclusive content, we are certain that TIDAL will be able to differentiate 
themselves from the likes of Spotify and Pandora. Since exclusive content is a feature no 
other services is offering, it will insure TIDAL a sustainable growth. Referring to the 
SWOT analysis, we know that TIDALs owners´ are influencers within the industry and 
have a major network allowing the streaming service to actually live up to the 
recommended tagline. 
 
As TIDAL already is being provided with exclusive content from both their owners and 
other artists
60
, we do not see any obstacles preventing TIDAL from applying our 
recommended positioning strategy into their daily operations.  
 
To sum up, TIDAL is providing fans with unique experiences and as a result we have 
recommended that TIDAL position their brand based on the feature exclusive content. By 
using the tagline “experiences found nowhere else” when reaching out to both current and 
potential customers, we believe TIDAL will be able to differentiate and consequently 
achieve their future vision.  
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5.0 Market Activation 
 
A strategic market activation is important in order to change consumer perception of the 
brand TIDAL from present reality into future vision. We have now established a set of 
features where TIDAL is distinguishing themselves from the competitors. As mentioned in 
our analysis the most important feature amongst prospects are exclusive content. The 
prospects want to choose a streaming service giving them access to experiences found 
nowhere else. Our recommendation to TIDAL is solemnly based on the fact that we want 
TIDAL to convey the message as a brand offering experiences found nowhere else. In order 
to do this, they will need to differentiate themselves from their major competitors in a 
bigger way than what we have experienced up until now.  
 
Google and Apple’s upcoming streaming services will definitely affect the music streaming 
industry. Two players with billions of potential customers already using their services in 
some way get the possibility to compete on the music platform. It will be devastating for 
small enterprises, like TIDAL if the consumers are unaware of the service or lacking a 
mutual understanding, compared to TIDALs vision. In order for TIDAL to distinguish 
themselves from the competitors and also prepare for what’s seemingly going to become a 
“stream war” we have establish a market activation plan. 
 
5.1 TIDAL @ Festivals 
Through our quantitative studies we have figured out which respondents were our 
prospects. Based on the tableau map showing where our prospects are located, we would 
recommend TIDAL to strategically place themselves on festivals, in the form of stands with 
activities, at the following festivals: (1) Coachella in California, (2) Governors Ball NYC, 
(3) Sasquatch in Washington, and (4) The Big Guava Festival in Florida.  
 
The historical line-ups of these various types of festivals show a big variety of different 
artists and bands performing. The diversity of the line-up may result in different types of 
consumers being present at the festivals; (1) Our target market the prospects and (2) Non-
prospects who might become future prospects. We see music festivals as an appropriate 
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place to promote the TIDAL HiFi subscription, as consumers with a high interest in music 
are likely to be present at festivals.  
 
 
Implementation 
 
We have designed a prototype of the stand (Appendix 9). At the stands consumers will be 
able to enter competitions concerning differences in sound quality. The festival participants 
will be able to listen to music through Spotify Premium and then through TIDAL HiFi, and 
try to tell which sound they perceive as the purest and clearest. Those who guess correctly 
will compete for backstage passes or a concert experience from TIDAL’s exclusive lounge. 
This exclusive lounge will be set up three stories above the ground in order to have a 
panoramic view to the stage. The same competition can be joined by festival participants by 
uploading posts with hash tags #TIDALat…(e.g. #TIDALatCoachella). 
 
 
Measure of success 
 
In order to measure whether or not the initiatives have been successful, we recommend 
following measures for TIDAL. The results from the measures can provide TIDAL with 
useful consumer information for further use. We suggest that TIDAL measures the success 
through the following:  
 
1.  Hash tag #TIDALat.... on Twitter or Instagram – figure out how many people have 
marked their photos with the hash tag and compare it to how many people that were on the 
festivals in total. The aim should be a conversion of 15% of all festival participants. 
2.  Register how many people that participate in the competition. The aim should be to 
reach 30% of all festival participants. 
3.   These types of activities usually bring extra PR to the company in the form of media 
attention and Word of Mouth (WOM). In order to get highest engagement of PR and 
WOM, stand members must represent TIDAL in a professional manner and engage with 
festival participants in order to give the consumers what they are seeking, which we assume 
is an extraordinary music experience. This will hopefully engage the consumers, and result 
in them informing their friends about TIDAL, and speak about the company in a positive 
context.   
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5.2 Intimate concerts for TIDAL users 
Our second recommendation is to arrange free concerts for TIDAL subscribers featuring 
up-and-coming artists. TIDAL will give these artists a place to shine and the subscribers a 
place to gather and experience something no other services provide. Spotify has their 
sessions with artists, where the artists shows up at given locations to play their songs 
acoustic for the audience. But that doesn’t give the same experience as a concert. By 
hosting intimate concerts, TIDAL shows a dedication to artists getting their fair share of 
attention and pay, as well as promoting the streaming services’ position as a platform 
offering experiences found nowhere else. 
 
 
Implementation 
 
TIDAL should promote the artist line-up one month ahead of the event. The top five most 
played up-and-coming or unsigned artists on TIDAL´s service will get the chance to 
perform on stage ahead of potential die-hard fans. Concerts will be set up at different 
locations that have a representative amount of TIDAL customers and cities with a 
population above 2,5 million people. 
 
Measure of success 
 
We recommend TIDAL to measure the success for intimate concerts based on these: (1) 
How many TIDAL subscribers attend the concerts compared to total TIDAL subscribers in 
the respective city with a radius of 50 km outside the city border, and (2) How many new 
TIDAL customers the company attracts by the announcement of a concert. Measure based 
on how many subscribers TIDAL gets in addition to the forecast. 
 
5.3 Competitive comparison billboards 
An essential success factor for TIDAL may be distinguishing their service from the 
competitors. A smart and effective idea can be a competitive comparison theme for 
billboard advertising. The campaign of experiences found nowhere else will illustrate 
TIDAL´s competitive advantages.  
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Implementation 
 
Place billboards in metropolitan cities. (An example of a billboard is in Appendix 9). 
 
Measure of success 
 
A way to measure the success of the billboards can be to understand what type of 
associations and perceptions consumers have of TIDAL compared to their competitors. A 
suggestion is to show the billboards to a test group consisting of target consumers. 
Discovering whether or not the advertising influence the consumers´ perception of TIDAL 
as a brand will be useful information for TIDAL in developing future advertising 
campaigns. If the target market´s perception is influenced positively, TIDAL will have 
gained the wanted position in the mind of the consumers. 
 
5.4 Push Notification 
TIDAL is offering a unique feature in the form of TIDAL X. Activities and competitions 
through TIDAL X has generated a lot of media attention. TIDAL is promoting TIDAL X 
through their streaming service, social media and on tidal.com. As some users might just be 
interested in TIDAL in the way of listening to music in their streaming service, the 
announcements of TIDAL X may bypass these types of subscribers. Therefore we 
recommend TIDAL to activate push notifications, enabling these types of subscribers to get 
to know about activities and happenings they can participate on.  
 
Implementation: 
 
The push notification will pop up on the subscribers´ smartphones and tablets, back linking 
towards either the TIDAL X section in the app or to tidal.com. (Illustrated in appendix 9) 
 
Measure of success 
 
If the backlinks lead to the web browser, TIDAL might create a unique URL for the push 
notification. By creating this URL they will be able to track how many unique views have 
been made to the TIDAL X announcement. This implementation doesn’t require any 
additional cost as an in-house developer can create it.  
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5.5 Social Media 
According to Pew Research Center, 82% of all adults aged 30-49 who is available online, 
use social media.
61
 TIDAL should focus on social media as a platform for interaction and 
marketing towards both their prospects and existing customers. According to Forbes 
Magazine the top five benefits of using social media as a marketing platform are;
62
 
(1) Increase brand recognition, (2) Improve Brand Loyalty, (3) More opportunities to 
convert, (4) Higher conversion rates and (5) Higher brand authority 
 
These are essential aspects to consider in order to achieve the social media objectives. The 
objectives for social media are closely associated with increasing brand recognition and 
generating higher conversion rates. Studies have shown that social media has 100% higher 
lead-to-close rate than outbound marketing.
63
 The following platforms are the different 
social medias TIDAL is and needs to be visible on alongside with objectives and 
implementations for each media.  
 
5.5.1 Twitter 
 
Objectives 
- Increase follower base to 120,000 followers within launch year 
- Attract enough likes to TIDAL support account to constitute for 10% of total 
customers 
 
Implementation 
Tidal should spend more time engaging in chats and discussions that are related to music 
and streaming in particular. They should also respond to users who have questions related 
to the mentioned topics. TIDAL should also schedule tweets in order to have a consistent 
flow. Furthermore, according to Forbes, tweeting inspirational quotes tends to increase 
consumer engagement. In other words, TIDAL should use their account to tweet 
inspirational content that engages users they want to attract. Lastly, commenting and 
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checking up with people mentioning TIDAL shows the streaming service taking their time 
out to respond to customers.  
 
5.5.2 Facebook 
 
Objectives 
- 300,000 likes within launch year 
- Increase users coming to tidal.com from Facebook with 20% (in order to generate 
higher conversion rate for the website) 
 
Implementation 
As a too for businesses, Facebook offers integrated marketing tools, named insights and ads 
manager. These tools are extremely good in regard to generating more likes, and attention 
across Facebook users all over the states, enabling TIDAL to optimize their reach based on 
size of target market. Through Ads Manager, TIDAL can get insight towards estimated new 
likes to their page according to how much they spend on promoting their Facebook page, in 
addition to an estimated reach. The amount for expenditure on Facebook is established in 
the budget and purely based on assumptions.  
 
5.5.3 Instagram 
 
Objectives 
- 80,000 followers within launch year 
- At least three hash tags per post related to experiences found nowhere else 
 
Implementation 
Instagram launched their Ad function in 2014. This has been limited to whom they 
characterize as “just a handful of brands that are already great member of the Instagram 
community. We will proceed slowly and let you know when we are ready to expand, 
continuing to partner with brands whose content shines” 64. In other words, TIDAL as new 
member on Instagram, will be required to wait in order to get an ad spot. For now, their 
Instagram account can be promoted through their website, Facebook and Twitter.  
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5.5.4 Snapchat 
 
Objective 
- Create an account and send out snaps once a week during launch year 
- Establish a relationship with Snapchat in order to get a spot on Snapchat Discover 
(enabling everyone to see a teaser of what TIDAL can offer). 
 
Implementation 
We recommend that TIDAL create an account on Snapchat, and promote it through other 
social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We believe it to be very 
beneficial for TIDAL to get in touch with Snapchat in order to build a relationship with 
them. The relationship will hopefully result in them getting a spot on Snapchat Discovery, 
which will provide great exposure to consumers.  Snapchat has agreed to let the publishers 
who are already featuring in Discovery, strike their own advertising deals with brands. 
According to search engine watch this is also a more cost effective way of running ads on 
Snapchat. 
65
. 
 
5.6 Webpage 
Our recommendation is to redesign TIDAL’s own website, tidal.com. There is a need for a 
more interactive interface on the website. As of May 12
th
 2015, the front page is all black 
(Appendix 12) with a message to try TIDAL. Compared to competitors, TIDAL´s website 
is way behind both in terms of the design as well as the interface. We recommend TIDAL 
to contact an agency in order for them to develop the best possible website for the brand. In 
Appendix 10 you can find an outline of what TIDAL needs to consider regarding re-design 
and improvements.  
 
5.7 Search Engine Optimization and Search Engine Marketing 
We recommend TIDAL to outsource Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Search engine 
Marketing (SEM) to an external agency. We recommend EliteSEM to get control of both 
the SEO and the SEM. Last year they were named as the best agency at the second annual 
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US Search awards at Pubcon.
66
 We believe the best expertise to be essential in succeeding 
in the search world as we are competing against big players with much higher budgets than 
TIDAL. The most important thing is not to spend the most on SEO and SEM, but rather to 
spend smart. Which keywords and PPC initiatives can generate the best quality leads to the 
website? What types of keywords have highest percentage of conversion towards a 
streaming service site? 
 
According to Webseoanalytics.com Spotify had 7 times higher traffic to their website 
compared to TIDAL (screenshot visitors for both). This is an issue TIDAL need to address, 
as they should increase their visitors continuously as a proof of development. 
 
 
Picture 5.1: TIDAL estimated visitors (tidal.com) 
 
Picture 5.2: Spotify estimated visitors (Spotify.com) 
 
6.0 Finance 
6.1 P&L Statement 
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TIDAL is a service focusing on paying higher royalties to the artists. While most 
companies in the music streaming industry spends about 70% of their gross selling price on 
artist royalties, TIDAL spends 75%.  
 
Our P&L statement (appendix 11) is based on assumptions, and shows TIDAL is not a 
profitable business at this point. This is also confirmed by our representative from TIDAL, 
Are Thu. The variable costs are extracted as an average of both the Premium- and HiFi tier. 
The Premium tier constitutes for 92% of total subscribers, while HiFi constitutes for 8%. 
We assume TIDAL to have 100 employees, with office rentals and depreciation of goods 
bought. TIDAL´s streaming cost is based on the assumption that every TIDAL user streams 
for 84mb pr. day and that TIDAL need to pay $0.05 per GB streamed through their service. 
Based on these assumptions we have also derived a hosting cost for TIDAL. 
 
Considerations: 
 Based on ratio between Premium and HiFi, one point of view might be 
          to increase the percentage of HiFi users in order to reduce the breakeven. However     
through our analysis, we found this to be challenging as the interest for HiFi is not 
noticeable.  
 Variable costs are based on: (1) Cost of goods sold, (2) Marketing expenses, (3) 
Depreciation, (4) Streaming cost and (5) Hosting costs 
 Unit Variable cost is $10.01 
 Fixed costs are based on: (1) Research & Development, (2) Utilities, (3) Wages and 
Salaries and (4) Rental cost, hence total fixed cost is $10,670,000 
 Breakeven derived from this P&L Statement is at 15,4 million subscribers, whereas 
92% are Premium subscribers and 8% are HiFi. 
 
6.2 Budget 
In order for TIDAL to achieve the respective goals, there need to be a financial 
consideration (Appendix 11). The budget is created in order to have financial control over 
expenditures, to create a roadmap as well as creating a plan for future growth.  
 
Considerations 
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- The budget is based on assumptions 
- A renewal of the webpage every second year  
- Decreasing percentage of total sales for each year,.  
- Based on the fact that the budget aims to help TIDAL in achieving breakeven amount 
          of subscribers (15,400,000) within 8 years of business. This is based on 
         benchmarking, where we have seen Spotify spending eight years to record their 
first profits
67
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7.0 Conclusion  
 
Through our thesis we have learned that TIDAL is operating in a competitive industry, 
where almost every player is loosing money. It took Spotify eight years to record any 
profits at all, which illustrates the high level of competition. TIDAL will need to invest a 
lot of time and resources in order to increase their market share. Right now, Spotify and 
Pandora are the market leaders in the US. Some troubling news have also arisen, as we now 
know that Apple and Google are expected to launch their streaming services within this 
year. 
 
We have identified TIDAL´s competitive advantages, and through our research established 
what type of consumers that are most likely to adopt TIDAL, and on what basis. Age and 
the three features exclusive content, artists being paid fairly and a platform to learn about 
and interact with artists, were the only significant factors separating prospects from non-
prospects. As a result of this, the search for our Joe’s and Jane’s started and we developed 
various activation plans in order to attract as many of them as possible.  
 
As we found that the target market valued the positioning driver exclusive content the most, 
we decided to base our recommended positioning on this particular feature. We created the 
tagline “Experiences found nowhere else”, which we believe will appeal to the consumers, 
while at the same time benefit TIDAL. 
 
Lastly, we believe our complete analysis and thorough activation plan, will help TIDAL 
towards unifying the consumer perception with company vision, which is to “reestablish 
the value of music and protect the sustainability of the music industry rooted in creativity 
and expression by building a platform that reflects ideas contributed directly from artists, 
providing an enriched experience”.  
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APPENDIX 
Appendix 1 
 
Calculations 
Assumed Artist Contribution: 
(250,000,000*0,45=112,500,000 → 112,500,000/15=$7,500,000) 
 
 
Appendix 2 
 
 
Appendix 3 
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Appendix 4 
iTunes 
iTunes is a complete media management software developed by Apple Inc. With iTunes the 
consumers get a media player, a media library and, an online radio broadcaster and a 
mobile device application. iTunes users can buys songs and whole albums from the iTunes 
Store and download the music to their devices,  as opposed to with the music streaming 
services where users only stream the music online. This makes the music customers 
purchase and download, their own personal property. 
 
The iTunes Store is available in 119 countries and is the world´s most popular music store. They have an 
average of 15,000 songs downloaded per minute and in 2013 they sat a record with 25 billion songs sold. 
Users can buy songs in the iTunes Store from $0.69 and albums from $5.99. [4] 
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All music from the iTunes store is sold and downloaded at 256 KBPS, but users who rip 
their own CDs can do so at a bitrate of 320 KBPS. 
 
Apple is also expected to reintroduce their Beats Music service by June 2015. The relaunch 
will most likely include an improved service with changes that could make Beats Music a 
major competitor and powerful player in the music streaming market. [5] 
 
iTunes main competitive advantage is that it’s a part of the world of Apple. Apple has a 
huge customer base, which automatically generates customers to iTunes. The iTunes Store 
was launched in 2003 as the first site to ever offer music downloads legally.[6] The 
interface has the same sleek and simple design as the rest of Apple´s products, which we 
believe attracts a broad range of customers. Another important advantage for iTunes is the 
fact that their customers purchase each song or album, which makes the music the 
consumer´s personal property. When purchased, the song is theirs to keep, unlike when 
streaming music. 
 
 
Deezer 
Deezer is a web-based music streaming service created in Paris, France. Deezer was 
launched in 2007 with the goal to give unlimited access to music lovers through streaming 
technology. As of November 6
th
 2013, they had more than 16 million monthly active users 
and about 5 million paid subscribers. Deezer offers music content from labels including 
Sony, EMI, Universal Music Group and Warner Music Group. The service is offered on 
various devices both, on- and offline. In its library, Deezer has 35 million tracks and over 
30,000 radio channels.
68
 Despite the high market share throughout the world, Deezer is still 
yet to be launched in the U.S. 
 
Deezer music streaming services is available in 182 countries in total. It is available across the whole of 
Europe, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, 35 Latin American countries, several countries across Africa, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and even more countries in Asia 
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and in the Middle East.
69
 
 
November 5
th
 2009, Deezer launched their new three-tier streaming model. One free web 
streaming service called “Discovery” financed by ads, and two different subscription 
services. The “Discovery” version is not available on mobile devices or TV, Hi-Fi, radio or 
car systems. It is not available offline, and the sound quality is not as high as with the 
subscription services. 
 
The subscription service is called “Premium +” and comes in two different versions. Users 
paying €4.99 a month are allowed to stream unlimited on all devices and in offline mode 
and with high sound quality, but after the 15-day trial, this service also includes ads. 
 
The “Premium +” users who pay €9.99 a month have access to downloadable applications 
for several devices, such as computers, Android, Blackberry and iOS mobile devices. The 
streaming is available offline, on TV, in the car, radio etc. and the sound quality is higher 
with up to 320 KBPS.
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Deezer is a popular music streaming service in big parts of the world. The users can make 
use of with several innovative functions and their focus is on editorials, which is a 
compelling point of difference. As Alex Dauchez from Deezer said; “If you want to thrive 
it cannot be a market of what you already know, but helping people build their own musical 
identity by cracking the discovery process”.71 
 
Deezer also allows their registered users to integrate their Facebook and/or Twitter account 
to their Deezer account. When integrated, the user can access friends´ playlists and music. 
Facebook also allows the Deezer users to share their music with their Facebook friends 
through the Deezer inbox. 
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Deezer is the second-largest music subscription service behind Spotify which is why we 
included them in our competitive analysis. When Deezer soon is available in the U.S they 
can become a great competitor to TIDAL. It is one of the most 
represented streaming services across the world and gained 40% on an awareness survey 
regarding licensed services in ten selected markets in 2013.
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APPENDIX 5 
Summary of In-Depth Interview with Music Lecturer, Male (42) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 12.04.2014 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 25 min 
 
We met up with one of Pace University’s music lectures, as we had been recommended to 
speak with this individual, as his interest in music was high. The music teacher considered 
himself as a music lover and he also is an artist himself. He vas very enthusiastic and had 
already been doing research about TIDAL before we contacted him and requested an 
interview.  
 
For him high sound music quality was very important. Having a studio at home, and 
producing his own music, TIDAL’s concept was very interesting and appealing to him. He 
was very concerned about artists not getting paid fairly, and he felt that this issue was not 
being taken seriously by any of the music streaming services. He further explained that as 
an artist himself, he wanted to work in a sustainable business.  
 
When he was listening to music he mainly sat at his desk with his headphones, he also 
enjoined listening to music in his car as he traveled a lot, or on his iPhone. He added that he 
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and his wife liked to go to the music studio they had at home together, to listen to or play 
music themselves.  
In a music streaming service the most important to him was easy navigation. He found it 
very important that the service is user friendly and has a clean interface. As for now he 
considered himself a somewhat satisfied subscriber to Spotify’s services, set beside the 
sound quality. At Spotify he was a fan of recommendations of new songs and genres. This 
gave him the opportunity to discover music he normally wouldn’t try out or be exposed to.   
 
Besides Spotify, he sometimes used YouTube as a substitute to the music streaming 
service. When we asked him why he chose Spotify in the first place, he told us that Spotify 
was the first musc streaming service he was exposed to in advertising and online. After he 
had been exposed to, and subscribed to Spotify it became a habit using it. As for the 
competitors, he did not see any incentive in them great enough to want to switch service.  
 
As a customer he considered himself price sensitive, and would only consider TIDAL if he 
knew for sure that the money would go back to the artists and not to a huge selfish, 
moneymaking company. He also wanted to assure that the sound quality actually was better 
than the competitors. 
 
The reason why he started using Spotify is that he discovered that he did not use his stereo 
and CD/vinyl collection as much as before. He wanted to still listen to music, but in a easier 
manner and he was pleased to discover that he could gather most gather most of his favorite 
music at one device. If TIDAL could make it in the business he would definitely consider 
changing to TIDAL, if they met his requirements.   
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Summary of In-Depth Interview with Music Lecturer, Female (42) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen  
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 12.04.2014 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 22 min 
 
We met with another music lecturer at Pace University. In addition to being a professor, she 
is also a music producer as well as a singer. 
  
At the time being she was not using any music streaming services, but was familiar with a 
couple of them. She mainly listened to radio, found music on YouTube or bought 
albums/songs on iTunes.  
 
It is important to her that a music streaming service is easy to use, and that it can be easy to 
navigate. She also likes being recommended songs that she may like or want to listen to, 
through her service. A diverse music library is important to her. She mentioned that she had 
tried using Spotify, but she found their service hard to navigate. As she found the 
navigation time consuming and she had the impression that she would not be able to find 
everything she wanted from the artists on the same service.  
 
She as was concerned about the issue regarding royalties paid to artists from music 
streaming services. As she herself was a part of the music business she knew how hard the 
business can be, and expressed that a fair return to the artist should be a high priority for 
music streaming services as well as a focus in the music industry in general.  
 
Even though she considered herself price sensitive, paying $19.99 a month for a music 
streaming service would be reasonable as long as the royalties going back to the artist was 
fair. In order for her to pay this price per month, she would expect the service to be better 
than its competitors and expect the audio quality to meet her expectations. 
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She argued that when it comes to the music industry, streaming services will always face 
the issue of consumers being able to get the music for free. It is her opinion that as long you 
can get music for free, the consumers will choose this option. This concerned her, as she 
views music as art and is very opinionated about the fact that the artists should get better 
paid.  
 
All over she found TIDAL very interesting, but would she felt the need to know more about 
how it works and their benefits in order to consider trying the service. 
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Male (22) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants, 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 12.04.2014 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 25 min 
 
Our eight In-depth interview was conducted with a male music student aged 22 years old.  
This student had experience with several different music streaming services and he told us 
that he also produce his own music. As music is a big part of his everyday life he told us 
that he listened to music whenever possible, and that easy access to music was very 
important. 
 
Today he currently used both Spotify and TIDALs streaming services, and it was important 
to him with a solid and clean interface for playlists and a palatable design that reflects the 
service. 
 
He considers Spotify as a good music streaming service, and was overall happy with the 
service they provided. As for Tidal, he had recently started using their service and found it 
interesting how they catered to the listeners that (of his own impression), is above average 
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interested in music. He also likes the feature exclusive content, which provides information 
about the different artists as well as links to their social media sites.  
 
He explains that he continues to use Spotify because of the ease of use, and when he wants 
to listen to high quality sound he switch to TIDAL to satisfy his audiophile needs. He is 
then able to use his studio gear to enjoy music in lossless quality. 
 
He told us that as a student, price is always an issue, and considers $19.99 a month a fairly 
high amount of money. However, for quality music equipment he would spend close to 
$1000 on headphones, speakers and other high quality equipment, and as he mentioned, 
audio quality is very important to him.   
 
When he uses Spotify, all his music is streamed in 320kbps, and he is more than pleased 
with that quality. On the other hand, the audio quality at TIDAL’s service is much better, 
but he has then have to take in use his quality music equipment. After being disappointed 
over Pandora and Wimp’s services, he has now found two services he is more than pleased 
with. He ends the interview telling us he would happily recommend both of the two music-
streaming services to other consumers 
 
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Female (21) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 12.10.2014 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 20 min 
 
Our first in depth interview was conducted with a student with average interest in music.  
For the time being, she preferred a free music streaming services, and she currently used 
Pandora. The main device she used while listening to music was her laptop, but she also 
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emphasized that she use her smartphone while commuting. She had little knowledge about 
lossless sound quality, and was generally pleased with the sound quality Pandora is 
providing her with. She did however mention that there were a few songs every now and 
then that could defiantly be of better sound quality.   
 
Even though she categorized herself as average price-sensitive, her willingness to pay for a 
music streaming service was low. Even though she said that she would prefer Spotify, she 
kept using Pandora’s free music streaming option. She told us that she were annoyed by the 
ads in the free-version and that she would prefer having nothing interrupt the songs she 
were listening to. Despite her being annoyed, she felt that she as a consumer could not 
expect more from a free music streaming service.  
 
When asked what she was happy with/look for in a streaming service, she mentioned the 
attribute with genre recommendations based on the music she listen to as well as making 
playlists recommendations for her.  Overall the student was happy with Pandora, and would 
recommend this service to friends and family members if they were looking for a free 
version. She mentioned at the end of the interview that she might change from Pandora to 
another streaming service when she is done studying, and gets a full time job.  
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Male (20) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 12.10.2014 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 22 min 
 
The second person we interviewed categorized himself as a music lover. He told us that he 
is a person who loves listening to music all day, despite of time or location. He informed us 
that the device he mainly used when listening to music was his smartphone. He previously 
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used his PC while listening to music, but he now stream/download all the music to his 
smartphone instead.  
 
In a question where we asked him what he would prefer if in charge of a music streaming 
service, he told us he would make it possible to download the music you like to acquire 
ownership to it. He would like to own the song so he could do what he wanted with it, like 
for example remix the songs.  
 
 He also expressed that good sound quality is important to him and, that he had invested in 
a quality music system for his car. He felt that this type of music needed a lot of bass, and 
that on Pandora’s service, which he occasionally used, did not really satisfy his needs as the 
bass sound seemed to fade out in some songs. He liked the idea of high quality sound, and 
found the TIDALs service interesting. However he was at the time not very interested in 
paying a high monthly fee for a music streaming service when it was possible to download 
for free, or stream music for free other places. We asked him what his thoughts were if we 
offered him a streaming service to $19.99 per month. The student was blown away and 
though it was way to expensive. He categorized himself as very price-sensitive.  
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Female (20) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 12.10.2014 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 17 min 
 
Our third In-depth interview was conducted with a female student, at age 20 years old. 
Even though she was not currently using a music streaming service she had knowledge 
about several of the services available on the market. Spotify was the streaming services 
she was most familiar with.  
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She said she found it easy to find songs from known bands/artists, but as she mostly 
listened to songs that was less known she found that it was very difficult to find these types 
of songs. As for the less known band/artists she also expressed that the sound quality was 
poor. 
 
She considered herself price-sensitive, and she would not spend money on a streaming 
service as for right now. So when asked what her reaction to a streaming service at $19.99 
per month, she told us that she would not want to use this at the time, but if it was worth the 
price, she could be persuaded to spend the amount in the future. If providing a good 
streaming service, which she found useful, she said she would be willing to pay around $15 
a month if she decided to subscribe to a music streaming service. She used earphones when 
listening to her iPod and smartphone, and found the quality of these very important for the 
best music experience.  
 
If she were to subscribe to a music streaming service, the quality of the music and access to 
all kind of bands/artists and genres was most important. As for music HD-music videos and 
news feed she looked at this as a positive extra service, but was not an important attribute in 
the selection on a music streaming service. 
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Male (30) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 01.22.2015 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 16 min 
 
We met up with our fourth participant, a male student who was at age 30. The most 
important feature for him would be the ability to find a variety of songs and across different 
genres when choosing a music streaming service. He had previously used both Pandora and 
Spotify, but as for now he did not use any of these streaming services as frequent as before. 
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As for a subscription of a streaming service charging $19.99, he found it affordable. He 
said that as long as the sound quality was good, and if it was offering a variety of genres he 
saw no problem in paying more money for a streaming service.   
 
When asked whether or not he considered himself price sensitive, he said he considered 
himself ‘quality sensitive’ and not price sensitive, so he would therefore not mind paying a 
higher price for a high quality music streaming service. However, he was currently not 
happy with the selection of songs and genres at the existing music streaming services. He 
said that he found it hard to find specific songs on the services that he had experience with, 
and were in general not that satisfied with what services was available, so he currently just 
used a free service.  
 
He used regular earphones on his smartphone when listening to music, and was in general 
pleased with the quality these standard earphones provided.  
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Male (26) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 01.22.2015 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 23 min 
 
We met up with our fifth participant, a male student at 26 years old. He studied acting and 
arts and was more than average interested in music. 
 
He had several opinions about the different music streaming services and what 
qualifications which he considered most important. The most important to him were to have 
a large database, a reasonable price and the ability to play music offline. However, he also 
liked to download music and make his own version of them. 
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For the most part he listened to music on his smartphone at different times during the day. 
As for now he used Spotify, and sometimes iTunes. He had used Spotify for a while and 
was overall happy with their service since he could play music offline, so it was available 
even when he was on the go. As for iTunes, he mainly used their service when he wanted to 
own the song so he could do what he wanted with it, for example mix it up as he like to and 
personalize some songs for both personal use and to use in musical plays at school. 
 
He told us he was price-sensitive which he assumed that most students also are. But that he 
on the other hand would choose to use more money on better music equipment as portable 
headphones and speakers, as this was important to him. He felt that a service that provides 
high sound quality also required high quality equipment, so for him to switch from his 
current service, the sound quality would have to be considerable better.  
 
To pay $19.99 a month he would want to be able to buy the songs, and have no problem 
finding different songs and artist. As for now he was happy with Spotify and would 
recommend this service to friends and family.     
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Female (21) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen 
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants: 2 Music Lectures and 8 Students 
Date: 01.22.2015 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 19 min 
 
The girl we interviewed told us that music was a big part of her life, and she usually 
listened to music whenever she could all through the day. She found it important that a 
music streaming service would provide high quality audio, no ads and a wide variety music 
library. 
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She currently used Pandora and iTunes and was happy with these services as for now. She 
liked the fact that she was able to discover new artists with recommendations from 
Pandora, and that using a music streaming service was the easiest way to listen to music in 
comparison to purchase CD’s. 
 
Audio quality was important for her, and she experienced that the bass, background vocals 
and violins seem to disappear in some songs when listening to music on her smartphone. 
The music provided a somewhat better quality on her MacBook, but she wanted to invest in 
high quality music equipment to have a better music experience. 
 
A monthly fee of $19.99 a month for a music streaming service was too expensive for her 
as she considered herself price-sensitive. However, if the music streaming service could 
provide a higher audio quality she would put in a little extra money, but not as much as the 
high amount of $19.99.  
 
She showed a very positive attitude towards Pandora’s service, and when we asked if this 
was a service she would recommend for others she agreed immediately. She explained that 
the reason for this was the opportunity to discover new music, that Pandora’s service was 
very user friendly, and the fact that she had not experienced any problem finding the songs 
she search for. 
 
 
Summary of In-Depth Interview, Female (22) 
 
Interviewer: Inger Helene Bjørnenak Jenssen  
Typer: Erle Aarstad 
Participants:  10 Participants, 2 Music Lectures, 8 Students 
Date: 01.22.2015 
Place: Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, New York 
Duration: 15 min 
 
Our seventh participant was a 22-year-old female whom we met up with at Pace University. 
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In a music streaming service she found that the most important requirement was that there 
would be no ads in-between songs.  
 
She liked to listen to music mostly during the day, and when she was on the go. As for the 
time being she uses Spotify’s streaming service, and as a consumer she felt that the service 
was meeting her demands. She did not experience trouble searching for music and felt 
Spotify’s monthly fee at $9.99 was a reasonable price to pay. When asked for a monthly 
price at $19.99 she considered this more on the expensive side, but would more than 
consider it if the service was overall better than Spotify.  
 
For her a music streaming service needs to be user friendly, with easy access to music, as 
well as no interruption from ads. She told us she had a bad experience with this all of these 
features when using Pandora’s free version. 
 
When asked about price she told us she did not consider herself price-sensitive, but 
spending a lot of money on high quality music equipment was not a huge priority for her. 
 
As for now she experienced the audio quality at Spotify to be quite good and she was 
overall happy with their service.  
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APPENDIX 10 
1. Introduce TIDAL 
The agency will need to know about the background and also what TIDAL is offering in 
order to create an innovative and attractive webpage. TIDAL needs to be clear in the 
description of the target market so that the external agency will be able to create a webpage 
that will appeal directly to target consumers.  
2. Objective of redesign 
One of the most important objectives of redesigning the webpage is to increase online sales. 
We recommend that TIDAL request a webpage that leads consumers to try TIDAL. 
3. Provisional site structure 
It is important that the agency provide enough information on the webpage to lead the 
prospects to press the try now button. In order for this to happen there must be a balance 
between visibility, persuasion and information. As for now, the interface does not tell 
anything about TIDAL except that you can try it out. It is our opinion that this is not 
sufficient enough. The perfect balance of information and selling is essential. We also 
believe that making the web player more visible would be beneficial. 
4. Technical specification 
As the webpage is set up today, the consumers are redirected to a new page when trying to 
create a TIDAL account. We believe that it should be easier to navigate and register for a 
subscription as this hopefully will lead to increased sales.  
5. Non – functional requirements 
 Usability – Is the website customized to fit on smartphones and tablets? 
 Security – Make sure the website is in PCI compliance (Appendix PCI compliance 73 
Screenshot the 12 stages) 
 Loading time – According to Ensighten, only 1 second delay on your website can cause 7 
percent loss in customer conversion 
74
.  
                                                        
73 http://wemakewebsites.com/blog/everything-you-need-to-know-about-pci-compliance-for-taking-
payment-on-your-e-commerce-site 
74 https://info.ensighten.com/rs/ensighten/images/just-one-second-delay-in-page-load-can-cause-7-
percent-loss-in-customer-conversions.pdf 
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6. Websites we like and do not like 
Spotify.com is a great website with a great interface. Alongside with ttmedialab.no they are 
very active towards educating the viewers on their services as well as implementing buttons 
towards activating viewers to become buyers of their services. TIDAL should do a 
thorough search towards what type of websites they like. This will help the agency pick out 
essential functionalities and great ideas to implement into the website they are designing. 
7. Who are the competitors? 
Here the focus should be on Spotify and Pandora. In the future it is important to check out 
the development of the page to Apple/Beats music service and Google Play Music. 
8. Budget and timescale 
To have a budget ready will be productive for both TIDAL and the agency. This might also 
prevent any form of misunderstanding and barriers on the project as the agency knows the 
budget and TIDAL knows what they will get back. This will also shorten the time used to 
developing the website as the agency can work without distractions when it comes to 
figuring out whether one thing is in TIDALs budget or not. 
9. Search Engine Optimization and Search Engine Marketing 
We recommend TIDAL to outsource Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Search engine 
Marketing (SEM) to an external agency. We recommend EliteSEM to get control of both 
the SEO and the SEM. Last year they were named as the best agency at the second annual 
U.S Search awards at Pubcon.
75
 We believe the best expertise to be essential in succeeding 
in the search world as we are competing against big players with much higher budgets than 
TIDAL. The most important thing is not to spend the most on SEO and SEM, but rather to 
spend smart. Which keywords and PPC initiatives can generate the best quality leads to the 
website? What types of keywords have highest percentage of conversion towards a 
streaming service site? 
 
                                                        
75
 http://searchenginewatch.com/sew/news/2374914/elite-sem-wins-best-agency-at-us-search-awards# 
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According to Webseoanalytics.com Spotify had 7 times higher traffic to their website 
compared to TIDAL (screenshot visitors for both). This is an issue TIDAL need to address, 
as they should increase their visitors continuously as a proof of development. 
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